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反射型・透過型、2D・リニア、豊富なラインナップ
からアプリケションに最適なSLMを選択可能

• SLM1920x1152               ・SLM512x512               ・SLM1x12.288 
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LCoS SLM高解像度2軸反射型1920x1152
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LCoS SLM 2軸反射型 512x512
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LCoS SLM リニア透過型 1x12,288



Meadowlark社SLMの特長
シリコンに液晶をコーティングした(LCoS) 型反射型SLM 

は純粋な位相アプリケーション用のユニークな設計。

またそれと独立して常に新しいレートで直接アナログデータ

を届けるアナログドライブ技術により、リップルの殆どない安

定した位相安定性を得ることが可能。反射型アナログSLM 

反射型LCoS 技術に基づき紫外～中赤外で対応可能。



1920 x 1152 
Analog SLM

High Resolution

up to 15 GW/cm2

High Power

as low as 0.2%

Low Phase Ripple

高速・高解像度・ハイパワー対応 1920ｘ1152

up to 714 Hz

NEW High Speed



SLM1920 x 1152
高速応答>1.4ms

Unique Features:  

•High resolution 

•High speed

•Pure analog phase control

•High first order efficiency

•High reflectivity

•High power handling

•Compact design

•Wavelengths from 400 – 1650 nm

HDMI Controller

PCIe Controller to 
support high frame 
rates (up to 714 Hz)

NEW



各種のアプリケションに対応
ビームステアリング

光ピンセット
2光子顕微鏡

PSFエンジニアリング
誘導放出抑制顕微鏡法・空間光干渉顕微鏡法

パルスシェーピング



Modulate the phase of a wavefront for 
beamsteering

1D Beamsteering: essentially the SLM is a 
programmable prism (1x12288 pixel SLM)

2D & 3D Beamsteering: SLM can 
simultaneously create multiple foci in a 3D 
volume (1920x1152, 512x512 SLM)

Applications:
Laser communications
Optical Tweezing
Optogenetics

SLM
Laser λ/2

Camera
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１次元 ２次元 ３次元ビームステアリング

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
SLMs have the ability to steer light in 1D, 2D, and 3D. This provides a unique capability that micromirror arrays cannot compete with. Further, with a SLM you re-direct light to a focal point, whereas micromirror arrays block the majority of the light and reflect individual pixels through an optical system. Because most of the light is blocked instead of re-directed, micromirror arrays result in an inefficient use of light. SLMs are the only technology capable of simultaneous multi-spot beamsteering in a 3D volume. Our SLMs are unique over competing SLMs because of our high refresh rate, which leads to high temporal stability, as well as our high speed LC. 3D beamsteering is useful for a range of applications, which will be introduced in the slides to follow. 



mouse not to scale

Locate your Neurons 
in a 3D volume

Meadowlark Software
Computes Hologram

Real Time Optogenetics in 3D



Optical Tweezing

Key concept: Use light to pick up and manipulate objects 10’s of nm to 
10’s microns in diameter

Biological Research
• Studies of Cell Properties
• Bacterial studies (biofilms)
• Tissue Engineering
• Cellular biochemical signaling
Fundamental Physics
Materials Engineering
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光 ピンセット

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Optical tweezing is not as popular as it once was. But there are still a range of biological studies underway. The problem with tweezing and biological samples is that the power on the object is quite high, so it is easy to damage the cells. Viability issues are significant. Bacteria seem to be quite resilient to high power, so they are popular for studies with tweezing. 
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光ピンセット光学系



Meadowlark Optics Proprietary

Day 0

DIC

Day 4

• Daunting complexity limits progress 
• No new therapeutics for psychiatric disorders since the 1970s
• Alzheimer's alone costs the nation 

$203 billion (2013) 
$1.2 trillion (2050)

• Perhaps a problem of tools for research

Pro: Signal to Noise
Con: invasive, long term studies 
impossible, challenging to map 
neural circuits

Patch Clamp
Pro: non-invasive
Con: Resolution of few 
million neurons

fMRI
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神経科学

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Optogenetics is huge at the moment. The motivation is the lack of progress in understanding neurological disease. Traditionally neuroscientists have had two tools to understand neurological disease: the Patch Clamp, and the fMRI. The patch clamp allows for precise measurements of electrical activity of cells, and the ability to precisely determine interconnectivity of neural networks. However, it is highly invasive, damaging the tissue around the brain when trying to patch clamp cells, it doesn’t allow for long term studies, and it is difficult to draw conclusions only interrogating 2 cells at a time. The fMRI allows researchers to study blood flow to a few million neurons at a time, and it is non invasive. But it is hypothesized that there may be a simple building block replicated throughout the brain similar to fundamental structures in DNA, and that neurological disease may be an alteration to the physical structure or firing patterns of neural circuits in the brain. Traditional tools haven’t allowed neuroscientist to study the brain at the scales Optogenetics allows, which may account for the lack of progress in the last 45 years.Optogenetics involves genetically modifying an animal such that electrical activity in the brain has a corresponding optical response if the cell is illuminated with an excitation source. There are two tools: Calcium imaging which is used to monitor the activity of neurons, and photoactivation which is used to either activate or suppress cell firing. Most work is done with 2P lasers so that penetration of the excitation can extend deeper into the brain, and so that axial confinement of excitation is localized to far less than the depth of one cell body. The SLM is used to create a 3D volume of focal points that illuminate individual cell bodies or structures such as dendrites. There are a wide range of experiments that can be run. But, for example, you may start an experiment by giving a mouse some visual or other sensory cues, then monitoring the response of the neurons in the brain using calcium imaging. When the neurons fire, through calcium imaging there is a fluorescence spike that you can record. So you can start to map sensory input to activity in the brain. Then you can use photoactivation to simulate the neurons in the brain, or silence neurons in the brain, and see how the mouse responds. This is a powerful tool for understanding neuroscience. People like our SLMs because of the temporal complexity of the experiments they can run. Our response time is fast (~333 Hz at 1064 nm), which is approaching the rate the neurons in the brain fire (~1kHz). Our SLMs allow for more realistic experiments. The hope is that progress will be made in understanding the cause of neurological disease to address problems such as Alzheimer's, and to develop new therapeutics which have stagnated due to a lack of tools to understand the brain. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=dpC1WL0z0dOuKM&tbnid=8eI1UMGD6Y_tvM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.life.umd.edu/biology/sukharevlab/research.htm&ei=sq0LU8-BAaGqyAHkxIHwCg&bvm=bv.61725948,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNGNngU_KxwEXpgMCoXCTZSODs4vYQ&ust=1393360659521329


Day 0 Day 4

Temporal firing patterns of neural circuits 

S. Quirin et al. 2014 Simultaneous imaging of neural activity in three dimensions 
Linnenberger et al “The Pocketscope: a spatial light modulator based epi-fluorescence microscope for optogenetics” 15

カルシウムイメージングと光活性化

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
At left is an entire zebrafish brain. Zebrafish are nice to work with because they are transparent. In the middle on the top shows the SLMs ability to create excitation patterns in a 3D volume.Below is a mouse brain slice. The fluorescence is a focal point on a cell body. The cells blink when they fire, as shown at right in the purple and green graphs. You can see the large spikes, which correspond to action potentials in the brain. Simultaneous actions potentials between multiple neurons indicate a likelihood of interconnectivity of neurons in the brain. At the top on the right an experiment was done where a neural circuit was identified. The firing pattern was plotted as a function of neuron and time. The same firing pattern is shown to repeat again and again in the brain. Interesting. 
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Packer, Adam M., et al. "Simultaneous all-optical manipulation and recording of neural 
circuit activity with cellular resolution in vivo." Nature methods

SLM: 
512x512 with ODP for speed, AP’s at 1kHz
1920x1152 for excitation volume
Ideally you would have both

2光子顕微鏡用SLM
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Take objective back aperture to be 7.6 mm in diameter

Objective:
FOV = Field Number/magnification = 26.5/40 = 662 µm
fobj= ftube/mag = 180 mm / 40 = 4.5 mm

Excitation, 512x512 15 um pixel Pitch
Max steer angle: sin(θ) = mλ/d  
λ=.488 µm, d = 15 µm, m = 1
θ = 1.86°
Max Displacement: d = tan(θ)*f = ± 146 µm
Excitation waist = 0.6 λ/NA = 0.366 µm

512x512 spots within an area of 292 µm x 292 µm 
Excite ~44% of the FOV
Diffraction Limited Foci

662 µm
292 µm

40x
NA = 0.8

横励起: 512x512
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Under-fill the objective with the image of the SLM (reduce the Effective Pixel Pitch )
Sacrifice the Effective NA 
L2/L1 = 0.4
Effective Pixel Pitch = 6 µm

Excitation, 512x512 6 µm pixel Pitch
Max steer angle: sin(θ) = mλ/d  
λ=.488 µm, d = 6 µm, m = 1
θ = 4.66°
Max Displacement: d = tan(θ)*f = ± 367 µm
Excitation waist = 0.6 λ/NA = 0.915 µm

512x512 spots within an area of 734 µm x 734 µm
Excite 100% of the FOV
Foci are 2.5x wider

Trade between excitation confinement, and FOV…
How can we do better?

662 µm

734 µm

40x
NAeff = 0.32

横励起: 512x512
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1920x1152 pixel SLM, 9.2 um pixel pitch, 17.6 x 10.6 mm
6.7 µm effective pixel pitch for 7.6 mm back aperture
Max steer angle: θ = 4.17°
Max Excitation Displacement: d = ± 328 µm
1152x1152 spots within an area of 656 µm x 656 µm
Excite ~99% of the FOV
Diffraction limited foci

662 µm

656 µm

40x
NA = 0.8

横励起高解像度 1920x1152
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• 10 Volt pixels
• Refresh Rate: 845 Hz
• Response Time: 7 ms at 1064 nm

• Limited by 30 Hz HDMI Controller
• Replace with PCIe controller to 

enable high speed operation and 
Overdrive

理想的: ハイスピード, 高分解能 1920x1152



Microscopy – PSF Engineering

Modulate the phase of an image in a microscope for:
Enhanced contrast (Darkfield, phase contrast, spiral phase)
Super-resolution imaging (double helix)
Extended depth of field imaging

SLM: 
512x512 pixel SLM Ideally Polarization Independent SLM

Maurer, Christian, et al. "What spatial light modulators can do for optical microscopy
Quirin, Sean, et al. "Simultaneous imaging of neural activity in three dimensions."
Pavani, et al. "Three-dimensional, single-molecule fluorescence imaging beyond the diffraction limit by using a double-helix point spread function." 21

PSF（点像分布関数）エンジニアリング

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In Optogenetics the SLM is placed in the excitation pathway of the microscope. In Point Spread Function Engineering (PSF Engineering) the SLM is placed in the imaging path of the microscope. This is harder. The excitation path is polarized, so there aren’t significant losses as a result of the SLM. The emission path (fluorescence emission) is usually photon starved, and un-polarized, making the SLM a bit lossy. All of these customers would prefer a polarization independent SLM. The idea of PSF engineering is that you can modify the point spread function of your microscope dynamically so that you can enable different imaging modalities without physically changing the microscope – you just change the phase pattern on the SLM. For example, if you have a transparent cell it may be impossible to see in brightfield imaging, but it really pops with a spiral phase. Likewise phase contrast, and darkfield imaging can be helpful. So it can be helpful to quickly change imaging modes by changing the phase pattern on the SLM. At the bottom on the right I show some images of the double helix PSF. This is a good imaging modality because it results in super resolution imaging, with the ability to track the z position of objects by looking at the tilt of the two lobes that each fluorescing object emits after passing through the SLM. This is what the Nobel prize was awarded for. 
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PSF エンジニアリング:光学レイアウトの例



Modulate the phase and/or amplitude of spectral components
• Use a Grating to spatially separate spectral components
• Use diffraction or polarization rotation to provide amplitude modulation
• Selectively phase modulate spectral components

Applications:
Pulse compression (CARS Microscopy)
Scene Generators
Laser machining

SLM: 
1x12,288 pixel SLM

PBS

Amplitude Modulation 
through Polarization rotation
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パルスシェービング

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Pulse shaping is popular, particularly for CARS for imaging specific chemical componds within a field of view. This hasn’t been a huge application, but a steady field. The idea is you use to the SLM to adjust the phase and/or amplitude of spectral components in a broadband source. It is useful for tuning excitation to look for specific biological markers. 



Super-resolution Imaging
• Use a Gaussian beam to excite fluorescence
• Use a Laguerre Gauss beam to suppress fluorescence
• Generally don’t need a SLM unless you are doing deep tissue imaging, then you need the 

SLM to maintain beam quality in the presence of aberrations.

SLM: 
512x512 pixel SLM
1920x1152 pixel SLM

http://zeiss-campus.magnet.fsu.edu/articles/superresolution/introduction.html 24

誘導放出抑制顕微鏡法

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
STED is gaining popularity. The idea is that you have an excitation beam that is Gaussian, and a donut beam that is a depletion beam. The sum of the two is an excitation beam that is smaller than would otherwise be possible, enabling super-resolution imaging. It is popular because the power is relatively low, the enhancement in image quality is high, and it is fairly fast. You don’t need a SLM in a standard STED setup. However, more people are pushing toward deep tissue STED imaging, so a SLM is required to clean up aberrations. 



Quantitative phase imaging
• SLM is placed in the Fourier plane of the image of the sample
• The phase of the image is manipulated 4 times allowing for quantitative 

measurements of optical path difference in objects with weak differences in 
refractive index

SLM: 
512x512 SLM

http://phioptics.com/technology/how-it-works/
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空間光干渉顕微鏡法

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
SLIM is gaining popularity. It allows for quantitative imaging of phase structures, and gives image enhancement for weak phase structures. 

http://phioptics.org/wp-content/uploads/SLIM_setup.png
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